THE POWER OF PLANTS!
PART 1 - DIY EROSION EXPERIMENT

MATERIALS

2 aluminum bread pans or
plastic containers
Soil
Plastic forks or toothpicks
Playdough/modeling clay
A large baking sheet to catch
the water

INSTRUCTIONS
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Fill the bottom of both pans with playdough or clay.
Place soil over the top so that it fills to the top of both the containers.
In one dish, place 6 plastic forks or 20 toothpicks into the soil to represent trees.
Place the bare soil pan at a slope set in the large container to catch the water coming off.
Pour 1 cup of water over the bare soil pan and observe if there is any soil erosion.
After making observations, pour out the water from the pan and wipe it down so the pan is clean.
Place the small bread pan with the forks at a slope inside the large pan.
Pour a cup of water over the pan with the forks (to represent trees!) .
Observe if there is any soil erosion. Is there more or less with the forks?

How did the forks impact the rate of erosion?
What do you think the tongs on the forks represent?
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Can you think of other materials you could use to prevent soil erosion?
Try testing out some different materials to test out what works best!

What is E r o s i o n ?

Erosion is when bits of rock and dirt are carried away. When soil is bare it can easily erode.
Plant roots help hold soil together so that it doesn’t wash away. If too much soil washes into
rivers and lakes it can harm the fish and wildlife. Plus, it’s no fun to swim in mucky water!

THE POWER OF PLANTS!
PART 2 - PLANTS & STORMWATER!

STORMWATER POLLUTION

Stormwater is all the rain and snow that hits hard surfaces and runs off or melts. Stormwater can pick up pollution (like
dog poop, oil, soap, dirt, and litter) carrying it into storm drains which lead to our aquifer or waterways. Our aquifer
is where we get our drinking water, so we don’t want dog poop, oil, dirt and litter coming into storm drains. YUCK!

SWALES help water!

Grass catches stormwater before it reaches the stormdrain!
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Swales are low spots that people build next to roads, parking lots and
other hard surfaces. Swales are planted with grasses and shrubs that help
to trap and catch pollution from the stormwater. Swales are water helpers
- and just another example of the POWER OF PLANTS!

Draw a line to Match the pollution to A solution that can help!
Swales and plants do a great job of catching any pollution that is already on the ground, but there are things we can
all do to help prevent pollution in the first place. See if you can match each pollution to a solution that helps!

Soil erosion

Car leaking oil

Dog Poop

Litter

Washing a car on
a driveway

THE POWER OF PLANTS!

PART 3 - STORMWATER PLINKO VIDEO & PROBABILITY!
Stormwater Plinko Data Sheet
Probability is the likelihood of an event
happening.
Probability of an event =
(# of chances an event can happen) / (Total
number of outcomes)
For Example: on our plinko board there are 9 total outcomes. The number of chances you could get swale is 1.

What is the probability of getting
Grass/Swale each time?
Ratio:
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Percent:

the Stormwater Plinko
2 Watch
video and record each trial.
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3 After you watched the video answer these q's.
How many times did you get swale/grass?

Were the actual results close to the probability?

